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To: Hearing Docket OFFICE OF SECRETARY

Subject: Nuclear Dumping in the USA ADJUDICATIONS STAFF N

NO dumping!!!!! When are Americans and Government ever going think or learn before
they do things. Geeze what do we have left here?

Most of everything here is owned by foreign groups,including our land: most of
everything we eat drink and buy are made in other countries and imported, we have a little
voice in things officially but the words don't really count ............ are just a formality.

I believe we out to practice the words we preach "just say no". I am 72 years old. Year by
year I see ways we are killing ourselves and the other countries are right there beside us.
How about keeping their wastes in their homelands.

I am so tired of hearing equality for all and have none of my own or those in our
population. If we produce the same wastes keeping it here is also true but a fact the waste
exists is so dangerous for the future generations.

We have so many health risks factors already ..... I asked my doctors if you can't blame an
illness caused by cigarettes what can you blame. The long lists began flowing. We have
more to fear than a smoker health wise.

We need to clean up our lands, preservatives, carbon monoxide etc from cars and
airplanes and on and onand on. Seems with all the natural catastrophes that are
occurring, mmmmmmm must have something we are doing might just be the root of all
evils.

Lordy be, the next generations will be deaf from the boom speakers in cars, cancer ridden
at birth now. Won't be long until our race will have pointed heads and be 4 feet in height,
waddling from obesity.

We are short on all commodities and help everyone in the world but those of us that really
count in our country.

No, No, No .... think ahead people and stop and smell the roses!!!!

I have been Poland and all the neighboring countries. I have seen and heard about things
never released to the public here and abroad from Nuclear wastes ........ ever see children
playing outside in much of the countries in rural areas or see them playing in streams and
water ways? Do some research, take some visits, ask the peasants and then think things
over.....then vote

Jane Crawford 254 Harmony Lane Woodbury, TN 37190



Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on family favorites at AOL Food.
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Hearing Docket

From: VALSKIPME@aoI.com
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2008 12:33 AM
To: Hearing Docket
Subject: Oh goody

Tennessee can burn the wastes, release the toxins into the air, water ways and building
sites. What a marvelous idea. Whose pocket financially will this fill? Do they have kids and
grandkids? We take all the dangerous stuff out here and send the good stuff to Utah, how
nice for them.

We moved from Ohio to this beautiful state of hills and hollers, lets fill them to the brim
with crap, just for kicks and giggles .............. no wonder the words red neck was
born ................. think the redness comes from embarrassment of the lawmakers.

Guess this is a PS to my first comment I sent. Jane Crawford

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on family favorites at AOL Food.
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